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Romans 13:1-7 (Week 96) 
08/16/2020 

Submission the State – Part III 
 
This is my message written out prior to being preached. Please excuse the bullet point format 
and any grammatical mistakes. This is meant to be spoken. 
 
Introduction & Review  
 
Someone READ 
 
Let every person be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from 
God, and those that exist have been instituted by God. Therefore whoever resists the 
authorities resists what God has appointed, and those who resist will incur judgment. For 
rulers are not a terror to good conduct, but to bad. Would you have no fear of the one who is 
in authority? Then do what is good, and you will receive his approval, for he is God's servant 
for your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the sword in vain. For he is 
the servant of God, an avenger who carries out God's wrath on the wrongdoer. Therefore one 
must be in subjection, not only to avoid God's wrath but also for the sake of conscience. For 
because of this you also pay taxes, for the authorities are ministers of God, attending to this 
very thing. Pay to all what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are owed, revenue to whom 
revenue is owed, respect to whom respect is owed, honor to whom honor is owed. (Romans 
13:1-7) 
 

• These verses were written by the apostle Paul to Christians,  

• Christians in Rome and Riverside. 

• Christians who are not of this world, we are citizens of heaven. 

• But we are sent into this world as representatives of Jesus Christ.  

• And in Romans 13:1-7 Paul tells us how we are to relate to the state,  

• to human government and human rulers and authorities. 

• Bottom Line: We are to be subject to the governing authorities. 
 

• And over the past two weeks we’ve asked and hopefully answered several questions that come 
out of this passage. 

• Let me just remind you of those question and answers. 

• The first and most foundational question we looked at was… 
 

1. Who establishes (institutes) governing authorities (the State)?  

• And the answer is clearly God! 

• Right after we are commanded to submit to the state, Paul writes…  
For there is no authority except from God, and those that exist have been instituted by God. 
(Romans 13:1) 

• God establishes the State. 
 

And then second, we also asked… 
2. Does this passage (our submission) apply to evil states?  

• And the answer we saw was yes it applies to all governing authorities. 
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• We came to that answer based on three things. 

• First, the content of Romans 13:1-7  

• In these verses Paul does not exclude evil states. 
 

• Second, other Scripture shows how God instituted and used evil states (evil rulers) like the Pagan 
Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar and others. 
 

• And third, we know that when Paul wrote these words the governing authority was the Romans 
Empire,  

• And Rome did many evil things, including imprisoning and killing Christians (Paul included). 

• So second, yes this passage applies to evil states. 
 

• And then third we asked… 
3. Why does God Employ (or use) the State? 

• And the answer came mainly from verse 4. 
for he (the state) is God's servant for your good. (Romans 13:4) 

• The state, even sometimes evil states, play a role protecting their people and allowing society to 
function. 

• God uses the state for the common good of all. 
 

• And then finally (last week) we asked… 
4. Are there any restrictions to our submission to the state? 

• And the answer was and is Yes. 

• That answer was based on three things, 

• Two hints found in Romans 13:1-7  

• And direct evidence found in other Scripture. 

• The first hint related to God and Caesar… 

• In verse 7 Paul writes… 
 
Pay to all what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are owed, revenue to whom revenue is 
owed, respect to whom respect is owed, honor to whom honor is owed.  (Romans 13:7) 
 

• Or as Jesus said in Matthew,  
 
…render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.  
(Matthew 22:21) 
 

• The hint is that there are certain things we owe Caesar (the state) and we must pay them. 

• Like taxes, respect, and honor. 

• But there are other things we owe God like worship and unconditional obedience. 
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• Then hint two related to how Paul throughout Romans 13:1-7 used the words Good and Bad 
Right and wrong. 

• And how he appeals to our conscience for obedience to the governing authorities. 

• Verse 5… 
 
Therefore one must be in subjection, not only to avoid God's wrath but also for the sake of 
conscience. (Romans 13:5) 
 

• The fact that Paul speaks of the moral law (Good and Bad)  

• and that our consciences are involved in our obedience hints at the fact that we must evaluate our 
submission to the state base on Right and Wrong based on our conscience. 

• So we have these two hints that our obedience to the state is not absolute. 
 

• And then we saw what Paul hints at in this passage explicitly demonstrated in several places in 
Scripture. 

• In Acts 5 we saw that Peter and the Apostle were commanded by the Jewish governing 
authorities not to preach the gospel, but they replied: 

 
We must obey God rather than men. (Act 5:29) 
 

• Which means submission to governing authorities is limited: 

• In good (biblically informed, God directed) conscience, we are not to submit when the state 
commands us to do what God forbids or forbids us to do what God commands. 
 

• And we saw this very thing in the lives of Daniel, Shadrack Meshack and Abednego. 

• In Daniel 3, when the state (King Nebuchadnezzar) commanded that everyone must bow down to 
a golden image he fashioned. 

• Shadrack, Meshach and Abednego (in their Biblically informed, good conscience) did not submit 
and they were thrown into the fiery Furnace. 

 

• And in Daniel 6, when the State (King Darius) forbid praying to any God but the King. 

• Daniel (in good conscience) did not submit (he prayed to the Lord) and was thrown into the Lion’s 
Den. 
 

• So those are the hints in Romans 13:1-7 and the examples from other Scripture we saw last 
week. 

• And so, the conclusion we came to is that our submission to the State is not Absolute. 

• There are times when we must disobey the state… 

• Specifically, when the state forbids us to do what God commands or commands us to do what 
God forbids. 

• We must obey God rather than men. 
 

• But then the question comes does that cover everything? 

• Is that the only principle we need follow? 

• Are there other times, other circumstance that we should disobey or not submit to the state? 

• That’s what we will look at today under the heading of civil disobedience. 

• Now there are a lot of different definitions for civil disobedience. 
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• But what I mean by civil disobedience is  
 

Peacefully (civilly) violating (disobeying) the law as a form of protest and/or in an effort to 
bring positive change to the way the state is behaving. 
 

• To change a policy or a law. 

• We will have some examples later. 

• But the question before us today is this, can we as Christians participate in civil disobedience. 

• Specifically, disobedience to laws that do not violate God’s word? 
 

• Now in the examples we looked at last week… 

• I’d say that the apostles refusing not to preach the Gospel. 

• And Shadrack, Meshack and Abednego refusing to bow down to a Golden Image. 

• Clearly falls under the category of “We Must Obey God Rather than Men” 

• They were being commanded to do things that were directly against the commands of God. 
 

• And in one sense the same is true of Daniel. 

• Who was commanded to pray only to King Darius for 30 days? 
 

• However, Daniel is a little different. 

• And he provides us with the first of two… 
 
1. Cases of Civil Disobedience 

 
A. Daniel 

 

• As I mentioned last week, Daniel was serving in the court of the Pagan King Darius. 

• And he served so well that he was being raised up to an extremely high position in the 
government. 

• This made all the other officials jealous of Daniel. 

• So, they sought a way to take him down. 

• But they could find no fault in Daniel, so they had to manufacture a problem. 
  

• They knew that Daniel was in the habit of publicly praying to His God three times daily. 

• And in Daniel 6:6-10 we read… 

Then these presidents and satraps came by agreement to the king and said to him, “O King 
Darius, live for ever! All the presidents of the kingdom . . . are agreed that the king should 
establish an ordinance and enforce an interdict, that whoever makes petition to any god or 
man for thirty days, except to you, O king, shall be cast into the den of lions. . .” Therefore 
King Darius signed the document and interdict. (Daniel 6:6-9) 

• Here the state (King Darius) isn’t commanding Daniel to do something. 

• It’s commanding Him to not do something, 

• Not bring his petitions to God for 30 days. 
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• Now some interpreters believe that this ordinance against petitions to anyone besides the King 
was specifically against public petitions (or prayer). 

• That for 30 days Daniel could have chosen to pray only when he was alone. 

• He could have prayed silently. 

• But even if the law was against all petitions Daniel could have chosen to disobey in private. 

• However notice how blatant Daniel’s disobedience to this unjust law is.  

• It is, as we say, in your face. 

• Verse 10…  

When Daniel knew that the document had been signed, he went to his house where he had 
windows in his upper chamber open toward Jerusalem; and he got down upon his knees three 
times a day and prayed and gave thanks before his God, as he had done previously. (Daniel 
6:10) 

• This was an open act of disobedience to the civil authority.  

• It was a public act of putting God before the King’s decree, the law of the land.  

• He took his place at an upper window, so he could be clearly seen. 

• And this resulted in Daniel being thrown to the lions. 
 

• Now keep in mind that there is no explicit commandment that one must pray on one’s knees at an 
open window three times a day.  

• This was Daniel’s conviction about God’s will, not an explicit command in the Bible. 

• In his disobedience, Daniel was declaring how he felt about the unjust law that forbid him to pray 
to God. 

• That’s our first case of civil disobedience… 
 

• And it’s interesting to note that Daniel’s disobedience,  

• His peaceful protest, along with his deliverance from the Lion’s den,  

• did bring about change including King Darius giving glory to Daniel’s God  

• I would suggest you read Daniel Chapter 6 for the whole story! 

• Now let’s look at one more case of civil disobedience… 

B. Esther  
 

• Esther was a Jewish woman living among the exiles in Persia… 

• And through some interesting circumstances she became Queen. 

• Now her husband, the Pagan King Ahasuerus had decreed that the Jews were to be annihilated 
young and old, women and children. 

• Ahasuerus was an ancient Hitler. 

• And Mordecai, Esther’s uncle asked Esther to intervene for the Jews to save their lives. 
 

• Esther’s response was to remind Mordecai that any unsolicited approach to the King was against 
the law.  

• She could be killed, unless the king had mercy on her and raised his scepter.  
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• Mordecai’s answer to Esther is found in Esther 4:14…  
 
For if you keep silent at this time, relief and deliverance will rise for the Jews from another 
place, but you and your father's house will perish. And who knows whether you have not 
come to the kingdom for such a time as this?” (Esther 4:14) 
 

• Mordecai had faith that God would deliver the Jews one way or another. 

• But he believes God will use Esther in their deliverance. 

• So, Esther calls for the Jews to fast for three-day so she can figure out what to do.  

• And finally, she resolves,  
 
I will go to the king, though it is against the law; and if I perish, I perish. (4:16).  
 

• And that’s what she did… 

• And the effect of her intervention, which included her breaking the law, was that the Jews were 
spared. 
 

• Now there are at least three features of Esther’s disobedience that stand out:  

• First, the law Esther broke did not require her to do something evil.  

• She was not being commanded to violate God’s law. 

• She was just being commanded not to go into the king. 
 

• God’s word does not say you must go to the king. 

• But she violated the law because it stood in the way of trying to save the Jews.  

• She violated the law for a higher purpose, to try and do something good. 
 

• Second, there was no guarantee that her disobedience would be successful.  

• It might have caused the king to get angrier and wipe out the Jews even sooner.  

• But Esther took the risk and broke the law because so much was at stake.  
 

• Third, Esther’s act of disobedience is crucial to the main point of the book.  

• The two main themes in the book of Esther are the Sovereignty to God over his people 

• And the faith of Esther  

• And at the heart of her demonstrating her faith is breaking the law, risking her life, to go to the 
King and save her people. 

• At the heart of this book is an act of civil disobedience. 
 

• So, Esther’s going into the King along with Daniels public refusal to stop praying to God.  

• are Biblical examples of not disobeying to avoid personal sin. 

• But civil disobedience to protest what is wrong and seek what is right. 

• But Peacefully violation of the law as a form of protest in an effort to bring positive change to the 
way the state is behaving. 

 

• Now this idea of civil disobedience brings up a problem. 

• Because we are often selfish, our hearts can be (even now) deceitfully wicked.  

• So, we might obey or disobey for selfish reasons, claiming that we are protesting trying to bring 
about positive change… 

• When really, we’re only seeking our good, or fame or power… 
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• So how can we know when it’s right and when it’s wrong to disobey the governing authorities.  

• Daniel seemed to know instinctively that the law against praying to God was wrong and he had to 
do something about it. 

• Esther needed a little persuasion but finally understood her need to break the law for a greater 
good. 
 

• So, what about us… 

• Under what conditions, might civil disobedience be morally called for?  
 

2. Conditions for Civil Disobedience 
 

• Now some have said, that the only condition is…  
 
…We must obey God rather than man. (Acts 5:29) 
 

• In other words, if the law commands what God forbids  

• or forbids what God commands then you must break the law.  
 

• But the problem with that as your only guideline is there are cases when there’s no clear 
command from God, but inaction could be tragic. 

• Esther is a clear example of this,  

• There was no specific command from God to go into the King. 

• But she broke that law for the purpose of saving her people from genocide. 
 

• And there are others clear examples we could think of… 

• The Bible doesn’t command us to jay walk… 

• So, would you jay walk to stop a rape? 

• There is no command to break the speed limit. 

• So, would you break the speed limit to rush a dying person to the hospital? 

• There is no command to break into a neighbor’s house…  

• So, would you break into a neighbor’s house to put out a fire, or save a child? 
 

• Now these may seem obvious, no-brainers right. 

• And they aren’t really examples of civil disobedience. 

• but the point is there are times when we break the law not because the law is forbidden by God. 

• But for the greater good, which is informed by God’s Word. 
 

• All the examples I gave,  

• breaking the law served a greater or higher purpose… 

• In each case it’s obvious that the right or just or loving thing to do is to break the law. 

• In a sense we could say in these cases we are breaking the civil law to obey the second greatest 
commandment… 

• That is, as Jesus said in Mark 12:31… 
 
 You shall love your neighbor as yourself… (Mark 12:31) 
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• The law of love or the law of justice sometimes trumps other civil laws. 

• And this could be what Paul hints at in Romans 13:1-7 when he brings in the conscience and 
speaks of Good, Bad, Right Wrong. 
 

• And we see this same thing in much of what we call civil disobedience in our country’s history. 

• We see people (including Christians) involved in breaking laws that are not clearly commanded 
against in the word of God. 

• But doing so for what we hope is conscience sake, for right, just or loving reasons. 
 

• Since 1973 Christians (and others) have been involved in different forms of civil disobedience 
seeking to protest and change the legalization of abortion. 

• For example, in 2017 11 people were arrested in Louisville Kentucky for blocking the entrance to 
an abortion clinic. 

• Now God’s word does not command us to block entrances to abortion clinics. 

• But I trust these people disobey to protest and seek change for the unjust, unloving law that 
sanctions the killing of the unborn. 

 

• And when we think of Civil Disobedience in this country,  

• we certainly think of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 60s. 

• Which included Rosa Parks being arrested for refusing to give up your seat on a bus to a White 
Man in Montgomery Alabama in 1955, 

• Martin Luther King Jr. and others being arrested for trying to eat in a white’s only restaurant in 
St. Augustine, Florida in 1964,  

• And Many being arrested for marching and praying non-violently from Selma to Montgomery, 
Alabama in 1965,  
 

• And none of these actions… 

• Staying seated on a bus, eating at a white’s only restaurant, marching, and praying. 

• None are explicitly commanded by God in the Bible. 

• But all were done in protest against and seeking to change unjust, unloving laws. 

• They were in pursuit of what is right over what the law of the land is. 
 

• This movement, characterized by peaceful protests and civil disobedience brought about a great 
deal of positive, right, just and loving change in our country. 

• It was instrumental in changing laws that sanctioned and promoted racism. 
 

• So, what we see is that some people (including Christians) have come to the point in history 
where they believed laws were so unjust and so evil,  

• and political means of change had been frustrated so long,  

• that peaceful, non-violent, civil disobedience seemed right. 
 

• And some people (including Christians) believe that we have reached that point in history again. 

• In the wake of George Floyd’s death at the hands of a Minneapolis police officer 

• There has been a wave of protests including civil disobedience. 

• The effect of which remains to be seen. 
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• And my purpose this morning is not to evaluate current civil disobedience. 

• I am not equipped to do that. 

• My purpose, or at least one of them, however is to help us, as Christians, determine if and when 
we should take part in protests or civil disobedience. 

• Is the time now or not? 
 

• So what factors should we take into consideration to decide if we should be involved civil 
disobedience? 

• And drawing from weeks past I would start from the default position stated in Romans 13:1 
 
Let every person be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from 
God, and those that exist have been instituted by God. (Romans 13:1) 
 

• God has instituted the government you are under and he has commanded you to submit to that 
government. 

• So, as a Christian, you better have an overpowering (Biblically Principled) reason for not 
submitting. 

• Probably a lot of prayer and even fasting should be involved. 

• Seeking God for wisdom is always a good idea,  

• but when you’re going to move from what is the default position of submission to the state, you 
should probably be sure it is the wise thing to do and that God is involved. 
  

• And then I think what we’ve seen so far today is that we must ask ourselves… 

• Does our desire to disobey come from a desire to help promote the greater good. 

• Is it coming from a place of love for my neighbor? 
 

• Am I seeking to call attention to injustice for the benefit of those who are being treated unjustly. 

• Or do I have my own selfish motives… 

• For example, Am I disobeying so that people will think highly of me… 

• So that people will think that I am the kind of person who is will stand up for the oppressed.  

• When really, I am just seeking to draw attention to myself.  
 

• Ask yourself what am I trying to accomplish by not submitting to the governing authorities? 

• And is now the time for me to not submit? 
 

• Now another thing I found helpful in discerning the conditions for civil disobedience came from 
one of John Piper’s sermons on this passage,  

• Piper outlines a combination of four factors we should consider with regards to civil 
disobedience… 

• Four factors to help determine whether you should take part in civil disobedience. 
 

• First, he talks about the grievousness of the action sanctioned by law.  

• How bad is the law that you are seeking to change? 

• How atrocious is the action that the law is sanctioning? 

• Is it a traffic pattern that you think is dumb?  

• Or is the law sanctioning the killing of millions of unborn babies? 
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• Then second he asks, what is the extent of the unjust law’s effect.  

• Is it a person affected here or there?  

• Or is it millions?  

• Is it inconveniencing a few? 

• Or is it putting a whole group of people into bondage because of the color of their skin? 
 

• Third, what is the potential of civil disobedience for effective witness to the truth.  

• Or will the effect of the civil disobedience do more harm than good. 

• This is the question of strategy,  

• And there will certainly be room here for differing judgments about whether a particular act of civil 
disobedience will be a clear and effective statement of what is loving and just. 
 

• Then Fourth, Piper talks about the movement of the spirit of courage and conviction in God’s 
people that indicates the time is right.  

• Historically, there appears to be a flash point of moral indignation.  

• An evil exists for years, or perhaps generations, and then something strange happens.  
 

• One person, and then tens of thousands of people, can no longer just get up and go to work and 
say, “I wish it weren’t this way.”  

• A flash point is reached, and what had hung in the air for years as tolerable evil explodes with an 
overwhelming sense that this situation simply can no longer be! 

 

• So, those are some suggestions for evaluating when you, when we should be involved in civil 
disobedience. 

• And once you have made that determination. 

• Once you (through pray, fasting, wisdom) believe God is directing you to civil disobedience. 

• To stand up against what is right, just and loving. 
 

• Then the question comes, what should your civil disobedience be and look like?  

• What is Biblical… 

3. Conduct in Civil Disobedience 

• Now whereas the conditions for civil disobedience are a bit shaky. 

• I don’t know if you notice but my Biblical support was not outstanding. 

• There was more of me and John Piper than I usually like. 
 

• However, when it comes to how we are to conduct ourselves if we do engage in Civil 
Disobedience the Bible is filled with help and instruction and commands. 
 

• Because and this is key… 

• Whether we are engaged in our everyday life or in an act of Civil disobedience we are first and 
foremost to be representatives of Jesus Christ. 
 

• And so, I want to come back to a key word that we have talked about. 

• I believe this one word is crucial in both the conditions for civil disobedience. 

• And the conduct in civil disobedience. 

• And that word is: LOVE 

• Your civil disobedience must be done out of love and in love 
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• Jesus said,  

you shall love your neighbor as yourself (Matthew 22:39) 

• And in the chapter right before Romans 13, not coincidentally Paul writes  

• in Romans Chapter 12:9 

 Let love be genuine. Abhor what is evil; hold fast to what is good. (Romans 12:9) 

• Civil disobedience must be driven by and demonstrated by genuine love for others. 

• Any act of civil disobedience must also be an act of genuine love. 

• And it must be against evil and for the good. 

• There can be no evil, 

• No violence, no hatred as part of our disobedience. 

• We must do and seek only what is good, only what is from God. 
 

• And the love we demonstrate is not just love for self or love or for those we identify with,  

• It is love for all, including our enemies. 

• Remember Jesus said… 

…Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, (Matthew 5:44) 

• And in Romans 12 Paul writes… 
 
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them. (Romans 12:14) 
 
Repay no one evil for evil, but give thought to do what is honorable in the sight of all. 
(Romans 12:17) 
 
if your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something to drink… (Romans 
12:20) 
 

• Civil disobedience is often a response against those persecuting you or others. 

• It involves confronting those we might consider our enemies. 

• And therefore, we can feel justified in our hatred for the persecutor. 
 

• But this is not God’s way. 

• Let love be genuine for all… Bless those who persecute you… 
 

• Civil disobedience has both the persecuted and persecutor in mind. 

• We cannot act merely out of concern for our needs or the needs of those who are being treated 
unjustly. 

• Instead our civil disobedience must take into consideration… 

• both the oppressed and the oppressors.  

• both the persecuted and the persecutors;  

• both the dying children and the killing abortionists,  

• both the ethnic minority and the racist. 
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• I know that might sound crazy to some, but it is clear Biblical reality. 

• And it is radical. 

• It includes Romans 12:16… 

Live in harmony with one another. Do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly. Never be 
wise in your own sight. (Romans 12:16) 
 

• And Romans 12:18 
 
If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all. (Romans 12:18) 

• Even in our civil disobedience we are to be peacemakers. 

Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called sons of God (Matthew 5:9) 

• We are, even in civil disobedience, to seek harmony and peace 

• In our protests we are not to be haughty but humble 

• Willing to listen, willing to be an instrument of reconciliation. 

• We must disobey civil authorities while showing honor and respect to them. 

• The conduct of Christian civil disobedience will be the opposite of prideful, belligerent, rock-
throwing, screaming, swearing, violent demonstrations. 
 

• Because we are people of the cross.  

• Our Lord submitted to crucifixion willingly to save his enemies.  

• We owe our eternal life to him. 
  

• We are forgiven sinners.  

• This takes the swagger out of our protest.  

• It takes the arrogance out of our disobedience.  
 

• And if, after every other means has failed,  

• we must disobey for the sake of right and love and justice,  
 

• we will first remove the log from our own eye,  

• which will cause enough pain and tears to soften our indignation into a humble, quiet, but 
unshakeable,  

• NO this cannot continue... 
  

• The greatest battle we face is not overcoming unjust laws,  

• but becoming this kind of people. 

• Amen, 

Prayer… 

Next Week… 


